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Verifying versus falsifying bank notes
Rudolf L. van Renesse
ABSTRACT
A series of counterfeit Dutch, German, English, and US bank notes was examined with respect to the various modi operandi to
imitate paper based, printed and post-printing security features. These features provide positive evidence (verifiability) as well
as negative evidence (falsifiability). It appears that the positive evidence provided in most cases is insufficiently convincing:
banknote inspection mainly rests on negative evidence. The act of falsifying (to prove to be false), however, is an inefficacious
procedure. Ergonomic verificatory security features are demanded. This demand is increasingly met by security features based
on nano-technology. The potential of nano-security has a twofold base: (1) the unique optical effects displayed allow simple,
fast and unambiguous inspection, and (2) the nano-technology they are based on, makes successful counterfeit or simulation
extremely improbable.
Keywords: Document security, bank notes, counterfeit, imitation, verifiability, falsifiability, nanosecurity

1 INTRODUCTION
A few hundreds of current Dutch, German, English, and US counterfeit bank notes were examined with respect to the various
printing techniques applied and the imitation techniques of first line and second line inspection features. The notes were studied
in white light reflection and transmission, and in long wave ultraviolet irradiation, using the naked eye, a magnifier and a stereo
zoom microscope. Close examination established that even such a small series of counterfeits could be categorized into about
20 different working-methods, which gives an indication of the wide-spread activity of counterfeiters.
The results of these observations are discussed and conclusions are drawn with respect to the value of security features for first
and second line inspection. Statistics are not evaluated because the sample drawn of counterfeits seized from circulation is too
small to render significant figures. The latter would demand the examination of much larger samples, the effort required being
prohibitive. However, the results of this investigation are indicative for the current modes of operation and the resulting
counterfeit resistance of current security features.
The following features of the notes were examined:
Paper-based features:
Size of the note, color of the paper, watermark, paper fluorescence, colored security fibers, fluorescent security fibers, security
thread, windowed thread, iridescent planchets and the paper reaction to an iodine solution.
Printed features:
Type of printing, general color rendition and rainbow printing, intaglio printing, see-through device, screen/scan traps, small
letters and microtext, metameric features, latent image, pearl luster printing, fluorescent printing.
Post-printing features:
Foil printing (diffractive or interference foils are not applied to the notes examined).
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2 OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS OF SECURITY FEATURES
The presence of a security feature and its typical characteristics render a certain conclusive weight regarding the genuineness of
a document. Security features make the document verifiable, that is, capable of being proved genuine. In this paper, verifiability
is referred to as positive evidence. Likewise, the absence of a security feature and its typical characteristics render evidence
regarding the falseness of a document. Security features make the document falsifiable, that is, capable of being proved false. In
this paper, falsifiability is referred to as negative evidence. Most security features provide positive evidence as well as negative
evidence, although, not to equal degrees.

2.1 Paper-based features
Feel en sound of the paper - Banknote paper generally has a distinctive feel, the tactility of the intaglio print also playing an
important part. The paper of counterfeits generally deviates from that of genuine notes. The criminal may search for "dead"
(non-fluorescent) paper with the right color. This paper will often feel different from banknote paper and its handling may
produce a "wrong" sound. These subjective measures are applied more or less successfully by people who handle large
amounts of currency. A problem is that these typical characteristics of banknote paper change during circulation. Sometimes
the counterfeiter, in order to circumvent this type of inspection, artificially ages his products. In other cases the paper of
counterfeits may feel and sound quite authentic.
Negative evidence:
The absence of these typical characteristics is not a significant indication of counterfeit, unless
sensed by experienced point of sale and transaction personnel on relatively new bank notes.
Positive evidence:
The apparent presence of the right feel and sound is not very significant for genuineness.
Tint and gloss of the paper - The color and surface finish (gloss) of counterfeit notes may significantly deviate from that of
authentic currency paper. But, as humans poorly recall colors, generally deviations are only noticeable by comparison. In some
cases the (non-fluorescent) counterfeit paper is obviously grey and dull. A further complication is that bank notes become filthy
and deteriorate during circulation and thus change color and surface finish. Therefore, greyish or yellowish notes, with a dull
surface are not necessarily counterfeit. Furthermore, current color copiers tend to acceptably reproduce the delicate tint of the
substrate. In many cases counterfeits have a tint and gloss that, taking deviations due to circulation into account, do not
significantly deviate from those of authentic currency.
Negative evidence:
Absence of authentic tint and gloss is only a marginally significant indication of counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
Seemingly, authentic tints and gloss are not very significant for genuineness.
Fluorescence of the paper - Banknote paper is so called "dead" paper, that is, it is non-fluorescent. Most commercial papers
contain so called whiteners that render it a strong bluish fluorescence under ultraviolet irradiation. However, a genuine
banknote will exhibit notable fluorescence if inadvertently washed and having absorbed a significant amount of the whiteners
present in laundry detergents. Expectedly, this will be an exception; only one of the investigated bank notes was wrongly
rejected on this ground. Many counterfeits can be clearly recognized by the strong fluorescence of the paper. Otherwise,
counterfeiters go to great lengths to mask the fluorescence of the paper they are using, for instance by coating it with ultraviolet
absorbers. In the latter case, fluorescence may already be obvious at worn and cracked locations, or scratching the surface will
reveal the paper fluorescence. However, counterfeiters also manage to obtain paper that is non-fluorescent.
Negative evidence:
Fluorescence of the paper under ultraviolet irradiation is a reasonable indication of counterfeit, and
justifies further inquiry.
Positive evidence:
Non-fluorescent paper does not offer significant indication of genuineness.
Size of the note - Counterfeiters have to trim their products to the right size. Obviously they do not always manage to do this
properly, so that banknote size allows a simple second line test. Many counterfeits significantly deviate from the proper size.
The deviation may amount one half millimeter, which is significant, up to even 5 millimeters. In other cases the counterfeit will
have about the right size. An easy measurement consists of comparing the suspected note with a genuine one.
Negative evidence:
Deviating sizes are a strong indication of counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
Correct sizes are not a significant indication of genuineness.
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Watermark - Most of the world's currency contains mold made watermarks, rendering continuous tone shades that can be
lighter as well as darker than the average paper transmission. For optimum visibility watermarks are often registered in a
location that is not printed. The multitone watermark is difficult to originate unless a paper manufacturing plant is available or
the original paper is stolen. This makes the watermark, potentially, a very strong security feature.
In one case a continuous tone imitation was found, printed in a slightly absorbing varnish on the back of the note. Hence, it
merely consists of darker shades. It is shown in figure 1b, together with the authentic watermark (figure 1a). All other
imitations consisted of one single shade that was either darker or lighter than the average paper transmission. A typical example
of a single tone imitation watermark is given in figure 1c. In other cases the counterfeiter did not bother at all to imitate a
watermark, or the imitation was so poor that it was hardly, if at all, visible in transmission.
In the practice of watermark inspection a few complicating factors ensue:
1. Quite some authentic watermarks do not present halftone images that allow to clearly spot the lighter and darker tones at
first sight. In this case imitations may play a winning game. The watermark in figure 1a is an example of such an
indistinct authentic watermark. An example of a watermark that clearly shows halftones, in shades that are lighter and
darker than the background, is given in figure 2.
2. Inspection of a watermark takes place against the light. This requires a deliberate and conspicuous act that tends to be
experienced as embarrassing by both parties in the transaction. This creates a psychological inhibition that has been
referred to as the embarrassment factor.1 Because of this, if carried out at all, inspection of watermarks generally remains
cursory, which prohibits the adequate recognition of their distinctive continuous tone characteristics.
3. Furthermore, inspection of watermarks requires a certain familiarity with their typical characteristics. This knowledge is
generally absent and it may not be expected that public education will improve this.2,3 It must be realized that adequate
watermark inspection is more or less an expert performance. Noticing the difference between a genuine watermark and an
imitation tends to be beyond the capacity of the layperson.
As such, the watermark is an excellent security feature. However, its inspection must be carried out with a certain attention,
employing a certain experience. The watermark therefore is suited as a security feature in case suspicion is raised. It is not an
ideal public security feature.
Negative evidence:
Absence of a watermark is a certain indication of counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
The presence of a (mould made) watermark is a strong indication of genuineness. However,
establishing this requires attentive and skilful observation.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1 - Watermark in DM100 note: (a) authentic watermark, (b) half tone imitation, (c) single tone imitation.
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Figure 2 - Halftone watermark in DFL 100 note, clearly showing image elements that are
darker and lighter than the background.

Colored security fibers - In the
paper of many bank notes, such as
the US dollar, fine colored fibers
are
embedded
during
manufacture. Observing these fine
fibers requires some attention
together with sharp vision and
good lighting. Often their absence
in a counterfeit will not be
striking. Moreover, fine imitation
security fibers are frequently
drawn by pen or printed in ink.
Pen drawn fibers mostly are
noticeably coarse, but denouncing
finely printed simulations requires
a strong magnification. A
conclusive test is to partly lift a
fiber from the paper.

Sometimes, the paper of counterfeit bank notes will even contain real security fibers. This is suggestive of stolen rejects or
otherwise insecure production sites. The first line security value of colored security fibers is mediocre because of their poor
perceptibility and the frequent occurrence of deceptive imitations.
Negative evidence:
Absence of colored security fibers is a certain indication of counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
The (seeming) presence of colored security fibers does not offer a significant proof of genuineness.
Fluorescent security fibers - Security fibers, invisible in white light, but fluorescent under ultraviolet irradiation are embedded
in the paper of, for instance, Dutch bank notes (yellow fluorescence) and German bank notes (red, yellow, and blue
fluorescence). Although these fibers are very fine, their luminous fluorescence is very noticeable. Again, imitations are
frequently drawn or printed, quite some of these being truly deceptive. In some cases, all three fluorescent colors are present on
counterfeits of German bank notes. In other cases one color may be missing or a wrong fluorescent color may be applied.
Imitations are even drawn with fluorescent inks that are visible in white light.
In spite of their good perceptibility, the second line security value of fluorescent security fibers is yet mediocre because of the
frequent occurrence of deceptive imitations.
Negative evidence:
Absence of fluorescent security fibers is a certain indication of counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
The (seeming) presence of fluorescent security fibers does not offer a significant proof of
genuineness.
Security thread - A thin metallized polyester strip, 1 or 2 millimeters in width, can be embedded in the paper furnish during
paper production. If such a security thread is fully embedded in the paper, it can only be seen against the light. The thread
commonly displays small letters. The BEP began incorporating such threads in the 1990 series US bank notes, first in the $100
and later in the $50, $20 and $10 notes.4 The transparent strip contains metallic letters of 1 mm height ("USA" and the
denomination). Earlier notes without a thread, however, remain valid indefinitely and will only be gradually withdrawn from
circulation. As inspection requires the deliberate action of holding the note against the light. This involves the same
psychological inhibition that adheres to the watermark. Various types of imitation threads with virtually perfect small lettering,
undistinguishable from genuine with the naked eye, were found on counterfeit US dollars. These appeared to be based on
simple techniques, yielding a menacing shortcut that severely reduces the security value of the feature. Discovering such deceits
requires locally tearing the note to demonstrate the physical absence of a polyester strip. It may be assumed that such
destructive inspection will not be frequently carried out. However, counterfeit polyester strips with metallic lettering were also
observed, so that this test is not conclusive.
Negative evidence:
Absence of a security thread is a certain indication of counterfeit. Significant ambiguity may exist if
the currency consists of mixed denominations.
Positive evidence:
The (seeming) presence of a security thread does not offer a significant proof of genuineness.
Windowed thread - A novel variation on the fully embedded security thread is the so called windowed thread, consisting of a
ribbon with metallic reflection, that meanders in and out the paper with a cycle of about 10 mm. Against the light, the
windowed thread is visible as a continuous dark ribbon, in reflected light separate metallic strips are observed. The windowed
thread in the German notes contains small transparent lettering of 0.8 mm height. Obviously, a deceptive imitation of the
windowed thread requires a significantly greater effort of the counterfeiter than that of the fully embedded thread, but this does
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not appear to stop them. Imitation windowed threads are made by foil printing or metallic ink printing, sometimes carrying
rather poor imitations of small lettering. This imperfectness of the lettering appears hardly distinguishable with the naked eye.
Against the light such imitations are obviously discontinuous. However, simple and virtually perfect imitations, appearing as a
continuous band against the light occur as well. Discovering the deceit requires accurate scrutiny. Such shortcuts considerably
lower the security value of the windowed thread. Again, inspection against the light is associated with a psychological
inhibition.
Negative evidence:
Absence of a windowed thread, or the discontinuity of the thread observed against the light, are
certain indications of counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
The (seeming) presence of a windowed thread with metallic reflectance, and appearing continuous
against the light, does not offer a significant proof of genuineness.
Planchets - During paper production tiny disks of about one millimeter diameter can be added to the paper furnish. Planchets
can be colored, like in Canadian currency or colorless and only visible under ultraviolet irradiation. Fluorescent planchets may
appear colored in visible light as well. Planchets can also be iridescent like those in the paper of the Dutch hundred guilder
banknote the "little owl". The latter planchets are of the Bragg type and consist of a stack of numerous alternating thin
thermoplastic films of coextruded polypropylene and polycarbonate.5,6 If these iridescent planchets are successively observed in
specular reflection and in diffuse reflection, complementary colors are alternately displayed, such as yellow versus blue-violet
or green versus magenta. This coextruded multilayer material is widely available, but applying tiny iridescent disks of this
material to each single counterfeit note may be a cumbersome task. Characteristic of planchets is that they can be integrally
detached from the paper surface with tweezers (like security fibers), contrary to printed, painted or colored pencil imitation
planchets. Obviously, the latter is not an efficient inspection routine. Crude imitations of iridescent planchets appear to be made
by printing or drawing with metallic ink.
Negative evidence:
Absence of planchets is a certain indication of counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
The presence of iridescent planchets (as yet) seems to offer significant proof of genuineness. But,
because the material is widely available, deceptive imitations may be expected.
Paper reaction to iodine - So called counterfeit detector pens or fake money detector pens are available that allow to write an
iodine solution on paper. In many cases this enables the differentiation between ordinary paper and banknote paper.7 Iodine
reacts with the starch that is present in the coating of many commercial papers to form a black-blue coloration. In most cases
banknote paper has undergone a treatment with glues of animal origin and in that case does not show such coloration. Various
objections exist against the use of such pens as second line inspection tools. Some banknote papers are coated with substances
that react with iodine to form a dark coloration as well, and are thus wrongly marked by the pen as fake (Canadian bank notes
are an example). Such iodine-reactive coatings are expectedly applied to banknote paper more frequently in the future.
Furthermore, counterfeits are sometimes treated with coatings to conceal the paper fluorescence and these coatings annul the
iodine test. Because of this, quite some of the counterfeits examined, showed a negative iodine reaction. Also, a simple
chemical treatment of paper allows the counterfeiter to annul the effect of the pen. Finally it must be appreciated that this pen
does not test an actual security feature of banknote paper. Otherwise, this iodine-starch test can be simply performed with a
cotton stick and an iodine solution.
Negative evidence:
A positive iodine reaction (black-bluish paper coloration) is an unreliable indication of counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
A negative iodine reaction (no coloration) is an unreliable indication of genuineness.

2.2 Printed features
Most bank notes combine high quality intaglio, line offset and letterpress. Intaglio and line offset allow high resolution printed
detail. Letterpress is used for banknote numbers and for the Federal seal and Treasury seal on the old series of US dollars.
Offset counterfeits are often printed in either screen offset or line offset or a combination of the two. The printing quality tends
to be relatively inferior, but mostly this imperfection is not observable with the naked eye. Intaglio and letterpress are
uncommon on counterfeits, but are frequently found on various types of US dollar counterfeits.
Color copies can be divided with respect to their printers into (1) thermal transfer printer, (2) laser printer and (3) ink jet printer
counterfeits. Most of the color copy counterfeits examined, consisted of laser printer and ink jet printer copies (Dutch notes).
Also, copies of Dutch notes were made with out of date thermal transfer printers. These latter copies suffered notable distortion
of the poorly adhering toner image, caused by the heat during the second transport of the note through the machine. Modern
color copies have sufficient resolution to make distinguishing between genuine and counterfeit with the naked eye almost
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impossible (see Section 3).
A few desktop publishing (DTP) counterfeits, so called computer counterfeits were detected. These are generally difficult to
distinguish from ordinary color copies, unless image processing faults reveal the image operation. An example of the obvious
transplant of digits in the note number on an ink jet counterfeit is given in figure 3c.
Intaglio printing - Most, but not all bank notes contain intaglio printing. A trend exists to omit intaglio on lower denomination
bank notes in order to cut costs, particularly in poor countries. But even France issues its 20 Franc note purely printed in offset
and letterpress. In other cases intaglio is abandoned in favor of iridescent optically variable devices (Section 4.2) as is currently
the case with the -global currency- American Express Travellers Cheque which has intaglio exchanged for an exelgram
(CSIRO, Australia).5
Intaglio presses are not available to counterfeiters unless they are corrupt states or quite possibly organized crime groups, that
may have complete printing plants at their disposal. Intaglio printing, therefore, is generally not found on counterfeits. An
exception is the counterfeit 'super dollar' ($100) that shows virtually all characteristics of the genuine dollar. A typical
characteristic of intaglio is the 'feathering' of the print, which, however, can only be identified at strong magnification by
experts (figure 4). This may be considered a third line inspection. A distinctive first line characteristic of intaglio print is its
tactility, caused by the ink thickness and the print embossing. Although intaglio is generally considered a strong security
feature, it is rarely employed as such, possibly because it requires rather sensitive palpation. Also, intaglio tactility tends to
decrease with the aging of the banknote and, consequently, sensing it becomes difficult if at all possible. In many countries
bank notes are withdrawn from circulation before they become of age. In other countries bank notes are used until they
practically disintegrate, which makes proper inspection essentially impossible. Keeping the circulation clean significantly
facilitates inspection in general.
Unfortunately, counterfeiters have learned to imitate intaglio print tactility in various ways, some of which render extremely
deceptive results that can only be distinguished from intaglio by experts at relatively strong magnification.
Negative evidence:
Absence of a tactile printing relief strongly indicates a counterfeit, unless the document is quite
worn and ragged.
Positive evidence:
Presence of tactile print is an only mediocre indication of genuineness. Various ways to imitate
intaglio printing tactility are practiced on counterfeits. If US dollars are involved tactile print is an
unreliable indication of genuineness.
Letterpress - Banknote numbers are printed in letterpress, and the separate digits should be perfectly aligned. It is noted
however, that genuine notes occur, with "dancing" number digits due to a faulty numbering box (figure 3a).
Commonly, counterfeiters do not possess a letterpress numbering press. Cutting and pasting operations on the original number,
either by digitally manipulating the image or physically manipulating the photographic film, are time-consuming and often lead
to dancing digits within the note number (figure 3b and c). Therefore, counterfeit editions are often issued with a common note
number or only a few different note numbers.
Characteristic for letterpress printing is the sharpness and strength of the bite of the type, which results in its typical beaded
edge. This characteristic, however, can only be identified at strong magnification (figure 5). This limits its value as a security
feature to third line inspection.
On counterfeit US dollar bank notes, letterpress printing occurs (note numbers as well as seals). None of the European bank
notes examined had letterpress note numbers.
Negative evidence:
Note numbers not printed in letterpress strongly indicate a counterfeit. Imperfectly aligned digits
generally indicate a counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
Presence of letterpress note numbers with digits in perfect registration is a reasonable to good
indication of genuineness, unless US dollars are involved.
Print register - Differently colored print elements on bank notes are precisely registered. Printing counterfeit color separations
in precise register demands skill and reasonably advanced printing equipment, as is also the case for registering the screened
plates for yellow, magenta, and cyan. Registration errors frequently occur on offset counterfeits and these errors are sometimes
obvious. Figure 6 shows examples of poorly registered color separations and screens. However, offset counterfeits with
reasonable to good print register occur and, understandably, color copies do not suffer faulty print register at all.
Negative evidence:
Poor print register convincingly indicates a counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
Good print register does not provide a significant indication of genuineness.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3 - Banknote number deviations: (a) authentic note printed with faulty numbering box, (b) screen offset counterfeit with
tilted '3' (c) ink jet computer counterfeit with dancing '6'.

Figure 4 - Intaglio print with typical 'feathering' (enlarged 15x).
See-through register - As yet, it seems difficult (or maybe irrelevant) for counterfeiters to have front and back printed elements
in precise register, as is the case with genuine notes. If weel designed, see-through registers allow an easy check of front-toback registration. Examples are found on many bank notes, such as those of the Netherlands (figure 7) and Germany. Not all
banknote printers, however, are equipped to print precise front-to-back register.
The investigation shows that counterfeiters have either difficulties with see-through registers or do not care at all to register
front-to-back printed elements. Almost all counterfeits were either obviously off register or the register was hardly or not
perceptible. It would, therefore, appear that the see-through device (as yet) is a strong security feature. However, there does not
appear to be a technical barrier to eventual incorporation in color copiers of the registration techniques used in offset or gravure
printing, if the marketplace demands it.4 Moreover, the see-through device is a handy tool to register front and back of a note on
a color copier. Finally, it is noted, that the inspection of see-through registers is afflicted with the same psychological
drawbacks as the watermark and it may be safe to assume that this security feature is rarely inspected.
Negative evidence:
The front-to-back register being slightly off, or being difficult to observe, certainly indicates a
counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
Register of front and back section of a see-through device is not a significant indication of
genuineness.
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Screen traps and scan traps - Screen offset requires
screens for digitizing continuous tone images. As a
countermeasure, the original image may contain printed
structures, so called screen traps that interfere with
these screens to create obvious moiré patterns in the
reproduction. Likewise, digital scanners sample the
original image with a certain spatial frequency and this
frequency may interfere with specific printed patterns,
that function as so called scan traps. An example of a
screen/scan trap is found on the old issues of the DFL
100 ('snipe') and DFL 50 ('sun-flower'). It consists of
circles forming a grating with a slowly changing spatial
frequency, so that the use of screens and scans with
various frequencies may be revealed. In some cases
these traps result in more or less obvious moiré
phenomena in the counterfeit screen offset or color
copy images (figure 8). In many other counterfeit
images no obvious moiré patterns are visible.

Figure 5 - Letterpress with typical 'beaded edges' (enlarged 20x).
It must also be noted that DTP techniques allow the circumvention of these effects. The scan trap, therefore, only offers some
protection against opportunistic counterfeiters.
Negative evidence:
The presence of moiré effects convincingly indicates a counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
The absence of moiré effects is no indication of genuineness.
(a)

(b)

Figure 6 - Poor register: (a) line offset counterfeit with poorly registered color separations (enlarged 6x), (b) screen offset with
poorly registered color screens (enlarged 5.3x).
Small lettering and microtext - For most people small letters, between 0.5 and 0.9 mm high, are legible with the unaided eye.
Frequently, on counterfeits small lettering is hardly legible if at all, but the lack of resolution is not always discernable with the
unaided eye. The first line security value of small lettering is limited, because it demands attentive inspection and acute vision.
Smaller lettering, between 0.15 mm and 0.5 mm, so called microtext, requires a magnifier for its inspection (figure 9a).
Relatively high-resolution line offset counterfeits of German and US notes were found that reproduce microprinting fairly
legibly (figure 9b). However, microtext offers an invincible threshold against screen offset reproduction (figure 9c) and color
copy/DTP scanners (figure 9d and an earlier paper8) which have insufficient resolution to reproduce it.
Negative evidence:
Illegible or fuzzy small lettering or illegible microtext are a strong indication of counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
The legibility of small lettering (naked eye) or microtext (magnifier) does not provide a strong
indication of genuineness. Deceptive counterfeits of these features occur.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7 - "Tulip" see-through register in DFL 25 (enlarged 2.5x): (a) genuine note in diffuse reflection, (b) genuine note in
transmission, and (c) faulty register in ink jet color copy counterfeit.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8 - Moiré in screen/scan traps (enlarged 6x): (a) screen offset and (b) ink jet color copy counterfeit.
Metameric color pairs - Metameric color pairs can be composed to make foreground and background of an image hardly
distinguishable under white light illumination. But, under colored illumination, for example, seen through a red filter,
foreground and background may differ significantly in brightness. Such metameric features are found on the back of the DFL
25 (a covert roach) and DFL 250 (a covert hare). Counterfeiters will have great difficulties to reproduce metameric images
because that would require the use of metameric inks. However, it may be noted that these metameric effects are not so striking
that they allow easy inspection by the layperson.
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In principle, metameric features allow first line as well as second line inspection.
First line inspection: Scanners and photographic film may have a different sensitivity for each color of the metameric pair and
hence, the reproduction may display an obvious contrast between foreground and background as an indication of counterfeit.
This effect was observed on a laser print copy of a DFL 250 note. However, observed through a red filter this counterfeit image
increased considerably in contrast, which deceptively resembled the real metameric effect.
Second line inspection: Otherwise, reproductions that maintain the lack of contrast between foreground and background will
not exhibit the metameric effect when observed through a red filter. This effect was noticed on ink jet copies of the DFL 25. In
one instance, however, the copier system had introduced a vague difference between foreground (red) and background (red
with black dithering), hardly noticeable with the unaided eye, but becoming obvious through a red filter. Again, this
deceptively resembled the metameric effect.
The above observations cast some doubt on the practical value of this type of metameric images.
Negative evidence:
If the metameric effect is not perceptible, or if a marked contrast between foreground and
background of the metameric image exists, this is indication of a counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
The (seeming) appearance of the metameric effect does not provide a significant indication of
genuineness.
Latent image - Latent images are transitory images that are based on the relief properties of intaglio print.8,9 Under normal
observation foreground and background are concealed for the unaided eye, while under oblique observation they separate to
form a lighter foreground on a darker background or vice versa, depending on the orientation of the feature. Photographs of the
effect on the Austrian 5000 Schilling are presented in an earlier paper.8 Latent images are found, amongst others, on German
bank notes. The examined color copies and offset reproductions of these notes do not display the latent image effect because
the relief of the original intaglio is lost.
The proper inspection of the latent image requires some practice, it is not an easy action. Furthermore, as the banknote wrinkles
during circulation, the perceptibility of the effect decreases. Additionally, this kind of inspection suffers the psychological
drawbacks that adhere to watermark and see-through register inspection. It may be safely assumed that this type of inspection is
not frequently carried out.
Finally, as mentioned before, counterfeiters have learned to imitate the relief effect of intaglio print and the successful
reproduction of the latent image effect seems not ruled out by these techniques.
Negative evidence:
If the latent image is not observed on a smooth note, this indicates a counterfeit. But, it demands
some practice to observe the effect and wrinkling hampers adequate inspection considerably.
Positive evidence:
If the latent image is observed, this is a strong indication of genuineness. However, it is conceivable
that counterfeiters reproduce the latent image effect.
Pearl lustre print - Pearl lustre inks consist of a transparent ink matrix that carries tiny mica flakes whereon one or two
interference layers are deposited.5,8,10 Depending on thickness and composition of these layers, pearl lustre inks display a typical
colored, silver, gold, or brass gloss, while being fully transparent and colorless outside the specular gloss. Pearl lustre print does
not display a color shift with angle of observation. Pearl lustre is easily observed and its inspection does not suffer any
ergonomical or psychological drawbacks. Pearl lustre pigments are commercially available, not expensive and printable inks
can be easily made of them. Consequently, their value as a security feature appears limited.
Pearl lustre print is found as a golden sheen on the new DFL 100 (little owl). No counterfeits with pearl lustre print were found.
Its absence on ink jet counterfeits appeared striking.
Negative evidence:
If no pearl lustre is observed, this definitely indicates a counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
The presence of pearl lustre printing is not a significant indication of genuineness.
Fluorescent printing - Fluorescent printing can be either transparent and invisible in white light or it can be absorptive. German
bank notes carry a yellow fluorescent offset image that is invisible in white light. Furthermore the black note number in the
upper left corner fluoresces green, while the red note number in the bottom right corner fluoresces red. Although fluorescent
print can be easily inspected with ultraviolet sources, this takes place at only a few locations, that can be easily avoided by the
issuer of the counterfeits.
One of the examined counterfeit German notes contained an image that excellently resembled the original image and showed
bright yellow fluorescence. This same note also had both note numbers fluorescing in correct colors, although markedly weaker
than that of genuine notes. The other counterfeits examined dit not carry any fluorescent printing.
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Another (smudgy) note, however, lacked fluorescent printing but, upon scrutiny, appeared genuine. Most probably the
fluorescent ink was solved by a chlorinated hydrocarbon during chemical cleansing of the clothing the note was left in.
Negative evidence:
The absence of fluorescent printing not necessarily indicates a counterfeit.
Positive evidence:
The presence of fluorescent printing does not indicate genuineness.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9 - Microtext of 0.2 mm height in DM 100 (enlarged 9x): (a) genuine note, (b) line offset, (c) screen offset, and (d) laser
print color copy.

2.3 Post-printing features
A rather recent form of security features on bank notes and other valuable documents consists of hot blocked foils with a
metallic gloss. Hot foil blocking is a relatively old technique that is widely mastered by printers. As such, foil stamping is not
an exceptional security means, it only demands an extra print working. However, against the opportunistic counterfeiter, using
color copiers or DTP systems, this means an excellent defense. The metallic gloss is reproduced as a black blot and the
difference is quite obvious. An example of hot blocked foil is found on the "little owl" DFL 100 ("goldfoil") integrated with the
rest of the design by an overprinted pattern in offset. Another example is found on the new UK £50 (aluminium foil) around an
intaglio monogram and overprinted with the letterpress banknote number. Such printed patterns form a further impediment for
the counterfeiter. Deceptive counterfeits of the new UK £50 foil print are in circulation. Also the DFL 100 "little owl" is
counterfeited (ink jet printer) carrying almost perfect hot blocked foils, which, however, lack the offset overprinting.
More advanced hot stamped foil features on current bank notes are iridescent and comprise diffractive and interference type
structures that will be further discussed in section 4.2. Iridescent post-printing features do not occur on the denominations
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investigated.
Negative evidence:
Positive evidence:

Absence of the hot stamped foil most probably indicates a counterfeit, but it can also be caused by
prolonged soaking in water. Presence of the foil and absence of the overprinting is a certain
indication of a counterfeit.
Presence of the foil does not indicate genuineness.

3 PERCEPTIBILITY OF SECURITY FEATURES
3.1 Counterfeit or simulation
The definitions by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM-F 1448-93a) of counterfeit and simulation are as
follows:
A reproduction of a document, article or security feature that is intended to deceive the close scrutiny of a
Counterfeit
qualified examiner.
The imitation of a document or article, including similar security features, in a form that is intended to pass as
Simulation
genuine in circumstances of ordinary use.
Apart from the 'super dollar', none of the examined notes meets the above definition of counterfeit. Close scrutiny by a qualified
examiner would immediately reveal the notes to be fake, and according to the definition: a simulation. Seemingly, the ASTM
definition hardly has a practical value, because only exceptionally good reproductions, that are actually originations, deserve
the definition's qualification "counterfeit". Armed with the above definition it can be insisted that - apart from the 'super dollar' counterfeit notes are not in circulation: they are all simulations that can be readily recognized by a qualified examiner. Such an
argument has indeed been put forward to prove that there can be no talk of counterfeit holograms.11 This may be correct.
However, the argument is fully applicable to most fake bank notes as well. But taking into consideration that such banknote
"simulations" do indeed deceive members of the public. I will continue to use the term "counterfeit" for those reproductions that
deceptively resemble the original document.

3.2 Accuracy of reproductions
In many cases a conclusive inspection of security features appears impossible with the unaided eye and a magnifier or even a
microscope must be relied on to obtain certainty. Such close scrutiny irrefutably revealed the counterfeit nature of the examined
notes. Obviously, for the unaided eye, the image sampled by the digital scanner resembles the original image to a high degree.
How accurate is such a semblance? This question is answered by Nyquist's sampling theorem:
If an image is sampled with a frequency equal to or exceeding twice the highest frequency present in the image,
this image can be reconstructed completely from the samples.
The spatial frequency that is exactly twice the highest frequency in the image is called the Nyquist frequency. If the digital
sampling frequency is less than the Nyquist frequency, the image is under-sampled. Under-sampling leads to alias effects, due
to which the original image can no longer be faithfully reconstructed. In the printing industry, these alias patterns are also
known as moiré.12 The effect is illustrated in figure 8.
The sampling frequency of current color copiers is 400 dpi and this resolution will expectedly increase to 600 dpi. Thus,
according to the sampling theorem, image frequencies up to 200 dpi can be fully reconstructed from the sample. This fully
reconstructible frequency band is called the sample band and it currently comprises 0 to 200 dpi. Expectedly this frequency
band will be extended to 300 dpi in the foreseeable future. The resolution of the human eye is given by the modulation transfer
function (MTFeye) as presented in figure 10. The observed image contrast decreases with increasing spatial frequency and
becomes nil at about 255 dpi, while at 200 dpi the image contrast is only about 15%.
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Apparently, the resolution of current color copiers is at the
edge of the resolution of the human eye. Only with
attentiveness and acute vision, deviations from the
original can be perceived. This conclusion agrees with our
investigation of color copy counterfeit bank notes. Future
resolution of color copies will even exceed that of human
perception. Otherwise, the resolution of a good line offset
counterfeit is far beyond the resolution of the human eye.
Quality and resolution of banknote printing are at a
sophisticated level that is, as yet, far beyond that of the
technical capacity of the common counterfeiter. This
practically excludes the fraudulent origination of bank
notes. The current exception, mentioned earlier, is the
'super dollar' that obviously is produced by a criminal
Figure 10 - Measured Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) of the party that has all means for virtually perfect origination at
its disposal. Generally, this significant difference in level
human eye with a 2mm pupil (after Spannenburg12).
of printing quality is only visible in the frequency band
beyond the resolution of the unaided human eye. Only close scrutiny with magnifier or microscope reveals the differences
between genuine and counterfeit. Mostly, an expert is required to point out the differences. This observation is valid for
numerous of the currently applied security features, such as colored and fluorescent security fibers, security thread with small
lettering, small printed lettering, microprint and metameric images. Additionally, some security features that can be inspected
with the naked eye, such as watermark, security thread, window thread, iridescent planchets and latent images require a certain
knowledge that, though widely made available, yet is not possessed by the general public.
Last, but not least, the ergonomic and psychological factors mentioned above, result in an only cursory inspection, if inspection
is carried out at all. This particularly involves security features that require a manifest action for their inspection. This seems to
be the main reason for the fact that even poor imitations pass as genuine under circumstances of ordinary use.

4 VERIFIABILITY VERSUS FALSIFIABILITY
If verifiability is defined as the state of being confirmable as true (genuine) and falsifiability as the state of being confirmable as
false, it appears that, in general, bank notes are merely falsifiable. This means that their genuineness cannot be readily
confirmed by the inspection of a single security feature. Genuineness is only established after inspection of so many different
falsifiable features until the examiner becomes sufficiently convinced of the genuineness of the document. In daily practice, this
involves the scrutiny of at least two, but generally more security features. This might be considered a wretched state of affairs,
but it is generally considered as the normal -and implicitly acceptable- state of affairs, witness a definite statement by Colgate:13
"No single element, not the paper, not the ink, not the method of printing, not the hologram nor any optically
variable device alone defines the validity or genuineness of the document. It is the integration of all these
elements which eventually results in a secure document."
Of course, the combination of many diverse security elements is desirable to allow accurate scrutiny in case of suspicion.
However, it is questionable if this is an acceptable method of operation for common inspection. It seems clear that verifiability
is to be greatly preferred over falsifiability, whether this is practically achievable or not.
4.1 Failing first line verification
It becomes apparent that the majority of security elements is merely capable of providing negative evidence, that is, they only
allow falsifying. The primary question "is the document genuine?" is not readily answered by such falsifiable features. The type
of inspection that, of perforce, involves the search for the absence of deviations, is -in principle- an inefficacious procedure,
because establishing that a feature cannot be falsified, does not necessarily make it a genuine feature.
A few security features appear to provide more or less positive evidence of genuineness. These verifiable features, however,
appear not to satisfy basic ergonomic and psychological requirements. Security features that ergonomically and reliably signify
genuineness are not applied to the bank notes investigated. This observation may well apply to the majority of contemporary
bank notes.
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From the investigation it follows that current first line and second line security features do not fully suffice for public
inspection, because they require attentive observation, and more or less expert foreknowledge. Members of the public generally
do not have this expertise and, in spite of educational campaigns, will not have it in the future.2,3
Only those features satisfy as public security features, that display a clearly visible and obvious signal, that does not require a
particular foreknowledge for adequate inspection. This is an ergonomic requirement. The signal displayed by the security
feature must allow quick and cursory inspection, so that the embarrassment factor will not play a significant role. This is a
psychological requirement.

4.2 Nanosecurity
Obviously, further protection of documents by verifiable features that provide easy human inspection is necessary. A number of
newly developed security technologies appears to offer solutions for this first line inspection dilemma. This concerns iridescent
optically variable devices (OVDs) such as diffractive optically variable image devices (DOVIDs)5,14,15 and interference security
image structures (ISISs).5,6,16 Provided that these features are ergonomically designed,2,3 they allow easy and reliable
verification of genuineness. The potential of these novel security features has a twofold base:
(1) the unique optical effects displayed, allow simple, fast and unambiguous inspection, and
(2) the nano-technology they are based on, makes successful counterfeit or simulation extremely improbable.
The advanced technology of nanosecurity
allows the production of complex
submicron structures that cannot be
(re)produced with classic and widely
available means. Examples are DOVIDs
with blazed fringe structures, such as found
on the kinegram of the Dutch girocard,5 and
zero order devices (ZODs).5,17 Further
examples are ISISs, such as the optically
variable ink (OVI) on the new series of
Swiss and US bank notes and the thin film
device on the new Canadian banknote
series. A coarse, but definite relationship
between the resistance against counterfeit
and the structural fineness and complexity
of the security feature appears to exist. This
relationship, which is illustrated in figure
11, has been set forth in an earlier
publication.8

Figure 11 - Resistance against counterfeit as a function of the structural
fineness of the security feature.

The relationship involves a semi-quantitative rather than an exact classification. In order to establish the real value of a security
feature it must be evaluated as a part of the total security system that it is incorporated in. Such an evaluation of a security
design demands at least an risk analysis, a list of requirements, a security model and adequate tests.3,18
From the above it appears that effective and verificatory first line inspection will be rendered mainly by security features based
on nano-technology. Nanosecurity is being applied increasingly to valuable documents, in the form of diffractive and thin film
structures.8 As the development of nanosecurity is ongoing,14,15 nanosecurity will be increasingly applied to bank notes and
valuable documents in general in order to provide ergonomic verification.
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